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#02—MDE 504 theodor.barth@khio.no Norman Potter (NP)

Potter, Norman. (1991). Models and constructs : margin notes to a design 
culture. Hyphen press. — cf, APA6th style (English: top right).


Precepts of the literalist movement (Potter, 1990, p.90)—selected passage:





0. Start always at zero. The facts. Concern, response, enquiry. The place 
and the situation. The means. Contingent affirmations in a world without 
precedent. Anonymity. Particularity. No truck with taste, style, eclecticism, 
magazines, picture books. Universals: number, relation, geometry, sense-
data.

The Modern Movement starts with zero! 

1. Begin at the beginning; a fresh start

2. Seek always the resident principles (corona)

3. Find them where they belong—in the job itself

4. Expose the elements

5. Imply the components

6. Propose discourse

7. Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient

8. Take pains

9. Ask questions

10. Affirm contingently

11. Contingency respects situations [a must? NP]

12. Equate means, constraints, opportunity, response

13. Refer always and at all levels

14. Reach out—nothing to be self-contained

15. Be functional—all parts must work for their living

16. Be just, and let justice be seen to be done

17. Be taut but not tight; the work must breathe

18. Be literal; there must be nothing else

19. ‘It was so; I was there, and I saw it’

20. Make, do, go; scorn to publish: encounter!
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RULES
of the reading-game

• REFLECTION: the precepts 1-10 and 11-20 will be coiled/folded on each other


• RANDOM: the pages in the book will be selected by a throw of dice and matched with 
Norman Potter’s Modern literalist precepts (1-20)


• REDUNDANCY: for each selected page, a draw is done from the Oblique strategies deck (Eno/
Schmidt). Each page is matched with one card


• RECURRENCE: the card indicates an attitude to the page (ENTER) that will must be used to 
return to the precept with which the page is matched (EXIT)


• RANGE: all pairs are ordered (i.e., vectors)—a 2nd term U is always a precisation of a 1st term T


• ROTATION: the book is assumed to rotate around a core, and the core located somewhere 
between the beginning and the end (it is located by a WALK and Talk through the book)



• REFLECTION: the precepts 1-10 and 11-20 will be coiled/folded on each other
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• RANDOM: the pages in the book will be selected by a throw of dice 
and matched with Norman Potter’s Modern literalist precepts (1-20)
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SUM n = 204

424pagesKindle 4648 locations =

SUM (n + 6) = 411 pages

(which is fair distribution)



• REDUNDANCY: for each selected page, a draw is done from the 
oblique strategies deck (Eno/Schmidt). Each page is matched with 
one card







“Remove 
ambiguities 
and convert 
to specifics”

“Don’t break 
the silence” “Be dirty”

“Be less 
critical more 

often” “Courage!”

“Don’t stress 
one thing 

more than 
another”

“You are an 
engineer”

“Look at the 
order in 

which you do 
things”

“Remove 
specifics and 

convert to 
ambiguities”

“Distorting 
time”

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

“Retrace 
your steps”

“Where is the 
edge, where 
does the 
frame start?”

“Cut a vital 
connection”

“Don’t be 
afraid of 
things 
because they 
are easy to 
do”

“Disciplined 
self-
indulgence”

“Don’t be 
frightened of 
clichées”

“Remember 
those quiet 
evenings”

“Make an 
exhaustive 
list of 
everything 
you might do 
and to the 
last thing on 
the list”

“Change 
nothing and 
continue with 
immaculate 
consistency”

“In total 
darkness or 
in a very 
large room 
quietly”
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RESOURCE 2—what we have… (EXIT)



RESOURCE 3

—what we have… 

(WALK &

TALK)



• RECURRENCE: the cards indicates an attitude to the page (ENTER) that will 
must be used to return to the precept with which the page is matched (EXIT)



Recurrence

R1

1. Begin at the beginning; a fresh start


ENTER

EXIT

WALK & TALK



R2

2. Seek always the resident principles 



R3

3. Find them where they belong—in 
the job itself



R4

4. Expose the elements



R5

5. Imply the components



R6

6. Propose discourse



R7

7. Be clear full spare consistent and 
sufficient



R8

8. Take pains



R9

9. Ask questions



R11

11. Contingency respects situations [a 
must? NP]



R12

12. Equate means, constraints, 
opportunity, response



R13

13. Refer always and at all levels



R14

14. Reach out—nothing to be self-
contained



R15

15. Be functional—all parts must 
work for their living



R16

16. Be just, and let justice be seen to 
be done



R17

17. Be taut but not tight; the work must 
breathe



R18

18. Be literal; there must be nothing else



R19

19. ‘It was so; I was there, and I saw it’



R20

20. Make, do, go; scorn to publish: 
encounter!



• RANGE: all pairs are ordered (i.e., vectors)—a 2nd term U 
is always a precisation of a 1st term T



T UT U

…such that:implement…

application: GENERAL— (G)

application: SPECIFIC—(S) T U U T

PRECISATION

(Arne Næss)



11 12 3 14 5 16 17 18 19 10

20 9 8 7 6 15 4 13 2 1

(G) (G) (S) (G) (S) (G) (G) (G) (G) (S)

(S) (G) (G) (G) (G) (S) (G) (S) (G) (G)



Imagine that you are in a pitch dark room, and that your only way to make 
discoveries of where you are is to fumble your way in the dark. It quickly 
becomes evident to you that the place is crowded with tools and machines. 
The tables are thicker than usual and you imagine that they could be work-
benches. After some trials-and-errors you realise that you may be on your 
way out, because you find some narrow and slender cupboards with locks 
on them. The locker room indicates that the place is a share space in which 
people confine some individual items.  
      The the light is turned on, and you realise that you are in a huge space 
where everything just felt so local when in the dark. From the locker-room 
onwards the place is filled with possibility. 
______ 

Through the core, and beating heart, of the maker space runs a paradox: 
the people that are part of it feel that the place is supportive and inclusive, 
and that people recruited to the maker space are ones that fit that 
description. Which means that some people are invited in and some people 
aren’t. 
     The corollary is that maker-spaces do not include a high number of 
people of colour, queer people and tend to have a gender bias. This is in 
the US, mainly. This is the paradox: seen from within the recruitment 
policy is consistent with the community values of the maker space. The 
consequence, however, is that a number of people who could be 
supportive and inclusive are not recruited. 
    If these consequences are seen as contingencies, Norman Potter would 
claim that they do not respect situations. 
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Which is why the Stitch’n Bitch: Knitter’s Handbook is relevant in the 
context, since it rides on the momentum of knitting groups in the mid 
2000s—in some aspects resembling maker-spaces—while connecting these 
to feminist contents and culture. Thereby linking the contingencies of 
knitting groups to the political culture of feminism. The thing being that 
the knitting groups weren’t restricted to women, but to gender. Sarah 
Davies also points to knitting magazines for men, in which a point is made 
of the male gender-identity of the knitters. So it is not fe/male but 
gendered. Presently, we will see this as part of contingencies that are made 
part of a situation, as resident principles, where recruitment easily will 
produce a gender-bias if not taken actively into consideration.  
______ 

Which means that we would take into consideration all the factors that 
keep operating, as long as the silence around them remains unbroken. The 
cosiness that makes people make each other feel at home, therefore also 
constitutes the means by which social homogeneity—whether based on 
gender, group or age—somehow always ends up reproducing itself. 
Moving from the Eno/Schmidt card to precept 11. in Norman Potter’s list, I 
am led to an ironic/sarcastic interpretation of “don’t break the silence”. Or, 
even better, by taking in a rule set against discrimination as constraints, I 
can move to the silence language of response. I can respond in a more 
creative, and less conservative way, by in my modes of somatic attention. 
That is, the repertoire of the body-to/body communication.
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OK, so the people who have access to the digitised middle class with 
remote access to the world, also want some dirt under their finger-nails, 
which is a topic we find covered in critical theory in France from Sartre, 
Balibar, Kristeva, Irragarey, Xisou and Badiou to Bourdieu and Touraine. I 
am often wondering whether the Anglo-American world are ignorant of 
historical precedents, or simply choose to look past it (so that the world 
starts/ends with the Anglo-American world) and is correspondingly centred 
around it. A case in point if, of course, the total lack of reference—in Sarah 
Davies’ book—to Charles Fourier’s utopian idea of a Phalanstère, where 
the ideas animating the maker-movement were expanded to the life-style of 
an entire community (on display). This was in the wake of the French 
Revolution in the early 19th century. Been there/done it. Usual European 
response. 
______ 

But then the question would be what I would put on the top of my list if the 
maker-movement slogan—‘do something’—is to run clear of both the 
power of markets and bureaucracy, which is clearly to celebrate a power of 
doing that is neither pledged to develop new products, nor to boost the 
national economy, but to provide a space with access to people and 
equipment, in a similar way that one would have access to books and a 
good reading-environment in a public library. Which means that avoiding 
the mentioned pitfalls would make it to the top of my list. Because people, 
equipment, practices and activities come first, the priority of developing 
non-discrimination practices (gender, group and age) would fall on the list, 
likely to the bottom. Unless they are incorporated as means, making them 
part of the job itself, to reach/maintain the top priority.
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There was nothing like the dinner-table in my family to run through a 
variety of topics, turning them—at least apparently—in every conceivable 
angle. The topics would range from details of musical interpretation, to the 
twists and turns of Norway’s foreign policy. After dinner—before bed-time
—my mother would write extensively about the details from that day, in 
her diaries. She produced 71 of them in her lifetime. I am thinking of this 
when imagining the maker-spaces in Sarah Davies’s book as places with 
the quiet hum and buzz of collective activities, with similar multiple trails 
to a dinner conversation. Like a daily thing, where magazines enter into 
that quiet stream of activities, rather than being tied to the yelling crowd of 
global journalism. There are not only accelerated/accelerating market 
places, but also more quiet ones. MAKE magazine is one example, B-
magazine another. 
______ 

But I am critical of spaces where the people who engage think that they 
somehow are neutral. But who am I to doubt that the value of maker-spaces 
as politically neutral grounds—especially if referred to the divisive 
political sentiments that currently run the streets in the US—not only as a 
time-out, but a time off burning political issues, that develop constructive 
interactive skill-sets badly needed in a democracy. Historically, after all, 
this is why the guilds—when they had ceased to play their economic role 
in organising the Mediaeval trades—outlived themselves, to provide the 
Masonic ground-principles that was adopted as civil rights during the 
French Revolution, and that we know to this day as ‘liberty, equality and 
solidarity’. The Austrian politician and his wife, who were members of the 
Metalab (a maker-space) is a case in point. Perhaps it is important that we 
keep that in mind.
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It always takes a special kind of courage to land on pages like this, which 
in this book is located at the end of each chapter. Unlike book-references 
(that make you say to yourself ‘later, when I have time’ [but perhaps 
knowing that you will not have time]) this volume is equipped with a 
remarkable number of URLs that of course are active if you read the book 
in a digital format. So, the distance is shorter and one is indeed invited to 
the often rare occasions for source-criticism. The links covering Chinese 
maker-spaces, are significantly linked to press coverage. So, although they 
say things on Chinese maker-spaces that make them stick out from Western 
ones (in being more inclusive at the human, and even animal, plane 
[mainly dogs]), the knowledge is at the distance of news coverage, and not 
to the same extent tied up to Sarah Davies own interviews and fieldwork. 
_______.   

At the risk of catering to clichées—which we should not be afraid of—I 
would add that the kind of activities found in a sub-strand of maker-spaces, 
for instance those linked to bio-hacking, come close to the kind of research 
arenas that designers are likely to access in their professional life: that is, 
research that is free of the strings of Intellectual Property Rights claimed 
by Universities, and those of private/corporate funding. That is, the kind of 
research that goes on alongside academic research, but ranking as applied 
research. The contributions from these arenas are typical open source, copy 
left, like Creative Commons. This might not be due to the professional 
level, or advanced-ness, of the research, but to how knowledges, practices 
and a variety of fields are entangled in this realm of research. The form of 
owner-ship reflects the way the elements are entangled components.
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The application of the ‘disciplined self-indulgence’, encouraged by the 
Eno/Schmidt card, I find applicable (at least partly) to the situation of 
someone who wants to learn from the maker-movement, starting with one’s 
own working station. A situation which I am sure many of you can identify 
with. So whether you muscle up with your own equipment, materials and 
space, or you do it at school, it is a way of getting oneself into the driver’s 
seat. Starting with your desks in the MA-room. How does it need to look 
and work to be part of a KHiO-map, that includes a smaller or larger share 
of the workshops to which you have access and will use while at KHiO. 
There have been students who are certified as users near all the workshops. 
What is the system of relations and deals that makes KHiO function as a 
maker-space. This is how you can look at the maker-space as discourse. 
______ 

I remember a story about William Burroughs according to which he sad 
that his ultimate sense of freedom, would be to walk around in an airport, 
throw away all passports, and buy plane tickets to all destination. A 
tremendous sense of potential. To be an allrounder in KHiO’s workshops 
could conjure a similar potential. Not to stress one thing over another. And 
it may be a cultural trait of the maker spaces, is that what they have to offer 
is a new beginning. However, as they specialise, like what appears to be the 
case of DIY bio-hacking in Sarah Davies’ book, they would seem to do 
justice of a narrower field of search, than one ideologically locked to the 
entire spectre of possibilities. So, this may be one reason why hacking and 
making has depended on being new (though historically it isn’t) is to stress 
the options more than the development of a repertoire of knowledge. 
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Things that come easy with some people—like trusting the keys of your 
apartment and that they will not be a danger to others in the use of 
(dangerous) equipment—often comes out of a rather complex chemistry at 
a relational and practical level. Which is why we may not need to be afraid 
when things are easy. They often hatch from deep assessments that we call 
gut feeling, and/or intuition. The do-ocracy Sarah Davies uses to conceive 
the maker-movement ideologically, is manifested by not engaging in long 
and painstaking discussions, but at the first opportunity to do something 
with a problem/topic. When triangulated with Norman Potters injunction to 
‘Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient‘ this is clearly along the same 
lines (though formulated in his British idiom of English, where everything 
is a bit convoluted and local, but the values expressed are similar). 
______ 

In its basic grund-definition the term ‘hacker’ is a denomination that is 
somehow tied to digital technology, because it originated with computers. 
If you define making—in the sense explored by Susan David in her field-
inquiry—as ‘hacking in the expanded field’ it starts to have a ridiculous 
sound to the more engineer minded members of the maker-movement. As a 
definition, it is more taut than tight (NP), since hacking then determines an 
experimental path of exploring the world, in which computers (and some 
computing) is somehow integrated. Which is a pretty wide range too. It is 
really two different things to have concepts with a wide reach—yet with a 
certain cogency—than concepts that are widened in such a way that they 
end up all over the place. This is really something to consider when you 
consider what is your ‘potato’ (or, in this case, your digital tech).
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8. By pursuing your own interest you can generate collective dynamics: 
this seems to be a fundamental precept of the maker-creed. As this credo 
bleeds into your entire life—that is, your life-style as an individual and a 
community member—can lead you to cut connections that previously 
appeared vital to you. Or, at least, your relationship to family and friends 
can be deeply altered, through the experience of the personal ware & share 
that feeds an embodied sense of having a second life: not necessarily as a 
second chance, but in the sense of role-play and gaming. That is, when it 
ceases to be role-play and gaming, and becomes part of your flesh-and-
blood because you have invested work, time and energy into it (and 
sometimes considerable amounts of money). The vocation of the privileged 
few—living to work, rather than work for a living—becomes available to a 
larger group. 
______  

It would seem that the maker-space is tethered to the vitality of the 
community, and that if it does not perform at this level, then it falls apart. 
But still, from a critical point of view, we cannot abandon the maker to a 
social vacuum: what defines the maker when there is no one else around? 
If true to her own ideals one would assume that s/he would look around 
and say—there is no one else around; nobody to blame and nobody to fix 
things. So, it must start with me. Personally, I find this situation very 
interesting because it poses the problem of the relation between homo faber
—the making human—and the beginning of society. Retracing one’s steps 
and being literal (Eno/Schmidt and Norman Potter combined) seems to be 
at the crux of the matter: if you are literal and retrace your steps you will 
discipline yourself to be attentive to detail. At some point you will propose 
(not demand). 
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The card asks: “Where is the edge? Where does the frame start?” This is 
also Sarah Davies’s issue in the two pages of this spread. How exactly 
should we understand when people whose notions are fairly large—or, 
extensive—when it comes to include a great variety, get to a point where 
they become categorically dismissive of having anything in common with 
actors like the TechShop. It is because they lack the community dimension 
altogether and come out as commercial tool-rentals. So, even if some 
maker-spaces occasionally earn—or, more routinely make money—the 
money-making aspect does not come out as the main thing. What we may 
want to question, however, is how the financial handling-capacity and 
turnover of a maker-space, articulates with the elements of clubbing, that 
we have discussed previously, that may work in exclusionary ways. 
______  

Here Sarah Davies makes a beautiful connection between a point I made in 
my previous lecture on Norman Potter (“design probably not is a discipline 
with clear cut boundaries, but rather is defined by a hallow of mindfulness 
around a practical core. The latter being what holds it together”) and the 
resource that maker-spaces has to offer in allowing you to seek—and 
realise— a sense of empowerment in your own life. It brings me back to 
my experience with PhD fellow in dance Brynjar Bandlien, for whom I 
acted as a discussant in his mid-term evaluation. How can someone 
working with design bring up a discussion with a dancer with a 
background from the Martha Graham dance ensemble? I did this by linking 
up with what the dancers were doing on the floor, with my own strength 
(which is writing). Ending up with generating a truly empowering surprise.
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With regard to the individual commitment and collective investment that 
overall characterises maker-spaces, it seems that Sarah Davies does not 
really come to terms with it: whether she moves around in circles, or the 
topic moves up the rungs of a spiral for each of the (numerous) times the 
puzzle turns up in her mind as she writes herself through her subject 
matter. Which is maybe how it has to be when your method is to write 
about something by writing with it. So, I never manage to decide whether 
she is filling her chapters with pretty much the same point, or she is not 
thinking so much about the book—nor its chapters—and simply wants to 
progress in her understanding of the subject matter (in a similar way to 
something working in a maker-space, but with writing). In this aspect it is 
consistent. But the book grows apace with an awareness of making falling 
apart. 
______  

In this spread we read about the organisational aspects of managing a 
maker-space: the flip side of the previously mentioned do-ocracy. Here the 
emphasis is place on the role of conversation and discussion in establishing 
a platform for what is to be done, sorting the odds and ends of activities in 
such a way that they can be effectively mediated by collaboration. There is 
even mention of a board (the members of which, as Winni in the quoted 
passage, are called officers). However, it seems that titles do not have a 
tight grip on a community based on active participation discussion and lack 
of hierarchies. The do-cracy—whoever acts first has overruled discussion
—is a safety-valve that prevents this. What can we learn from this? Can we 
imagine a meeting that ends whenever someone is ready to initiate action, 
and not when you get to the bottom of the list?
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11 12 3 14 5 16 17 18 19 10

20 9 8 7 6 15 4 13 2 1
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(S) (S) (S)



1/4 1/3 1/2

1/7 1/6 1/5

10/20 1/9 1/8
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• ROTATION: the book is assumed to rotate around a core, and 
the core located somewhere between the beginning and the 
end (it is located by a WALK and Talk through the book)
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OMPHALIC EMBODIMENT



#01 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The combination of chance-methods with logical inference is what is used 
to define a ‘game’ in this series. The game is used to evidence some 
domestic structures that lay dormant in practices that involve human 
artefacts. It rests on the notion that some games are strategic applications. 

They thereby constitute a category with the broader field of what has been 
previously discussed as techno-cultural devices. The type of game that 
interests us here is one that is bound to random samples, yet remaining 
obligated to precision. Indeed, this is game’s defining risk factor.

Precision is here used to define a relational qualities between performances 
that are heteronomously structured by different sets of rules. Which is why 
the subject matter of the game is the gap: or, the edgeland (determined, for 
instance, jointly by the perils of viral contamination and digital connection).





KHiO [attempt] 30.09.20

#02 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The norm-sets that are involved in gap-games need not be the rules of the 
game. In the test-game that I am homing in on, two sets of norms—selec-
ted from two different/gapped sources (a list of precepts and a card-deck)—
are considered as affordances and resources/assets of the game. 

The draw from the card-deck (Eno/Schmidt’s oblique strategy cards) in-
structs one procedure, while the list of precepts is used to sign off from the 
task. The first procedure is called ENTER. The other procedure is called 
EXIT. The task proposed in the game placed between ENTER and EXIT. 

The task is to come up with a readable output from a book, based on a 
sample of 20 spreads. In addition to this, the task is to hatch a theory from 
the output, yielding a plausible synthesis with an original twist (departing 
from the simple summary). It should invite testing, as does a hypothesis.





KHiO [try again] 30.09.20

#03 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The norm-sets that are involved in gap-games need not be the rules of the 
game. In the test-game that I am homing in on here, two sets of norms—
selected from two different sources (a list of precepts and a card-deck)—are 
considered as affordances and resources/assets of the game. 

The draw from the card-deck (Eno/Schmidt’s oblique strategy cards) in-
structs one procedure, while the list of precepts is used to sign off from the 
task. The first procedure is called ENTER. The other procedure is called 
EXIT. The task proposed in the game placed between ENTER and EXIT. 

The task is to come up with a readable output from a book, based on a 
sample of 20 spreads. In addition to this, the task is to hatch a theory from 
the output, yielding a plausible synthesis with an original twist (departing 
from the simple summary). It should invite testing, as does a hypothesis.





KHiO [do something else] 30.09.20

#04 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The omphalos is a symbolic means to give a focal importance to the 
exchange between the reader and a book, whereby a book—which is 
acquired as an object—is embodied: that is, transformed to convey the 
extended sense of bodies (like heavenly bodies)… as in times of old.

That is, a reader can reliably expect that embodiment will take place, from 
the point onwards—in the reading—at which s/he intercepts the book 
project. Which, when it occurs—usually some point after the middle—
succeeds at making the book applicable in the reader’s environment.

Embodiment thereby constitutes a case of point of programming, in Karl 
Gerstner’s sense of the term. That is, the outcome of gap-gaming doesn’t 
solve a problem to be fixed, but programmes for solutions. Programming, in 
this sense, is a category of design-work which is virtual and actual/neither.





KHiO [return] 01.10.20

#05 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



Sarah Davies book Hackerspaces (2017) has a wide domain of application
—if making in the sense of maker-spaces is expanded to knitting groups 
and sour-dough baking—and a narrow domain of application, when making 
is restricted to hacking, when linked up with/implicating digital technologies. 

Between them lies the question of how muting/voicing gender, group and 
age affects the recruitment pattern and articulating the politics of different 
maker spaces. The question is how this affects the design—plan and 
purpose—that programmed the qualities of the maker-space at the outset.

A way of seeing the value of the variety—in gender, ethnicity and age—is 
that it works as a randomising agent, rather than a vehicle of group politics. 
I.e. if the virtue of chance methods is that they will tease out the cohesive 
qualities of practice, as the foundation of the maker-space experience. 





KHiO [unlearn] 01.10.20

#06 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



In the phenomenology of embodiment—the interaction and exchange 
leading up to apprehending object as a body—there are some basic 
mechanisms suggested by Johani Pallasmaa in his little book devoted to 
the eyes of the skin. It features the mechanisms of the haptic sense.

The first step is to conceive that all the other senses—vision, hearing, smell 
and taste—are derived (and specialised) from the haptic sense. Then the 
haptic sense thereupon comes in as a connector between the other senses. 
As a consequence they are available to a variety of changing contracts. 

The variety of such contracts become part of our sensory history, that co-
evolves with knowledge (including its rational aspects). The conscious work 
to develop intuition across this gap—as a foundation and a connection—is 
the purpose of the gap-game, and the prerogative of the learning theatre. 





KHiO [cross over] 02.10.20

6



1. Begin at the beginning; a fresh start

2. Seek always the resident principles

3. Find them where they belong—in the job itself

4. Expose the elements

5. Imply the components

6. Propose discourse

7. Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient

8. Take pains

9. Ask questions

10. Affirm contingently

11. Contingency respects situations [a must? NP]

12. Equate means, constraints, opportunity, response

13. Refer always and at all levels

14. Reach out—nothing to be self-contained

15. Be functional—all parts must work for their living

16. Be just, and let justice be seen to be done

17. Be taut but not tight; the work must breathe

18. Be literal; there must be nothing else

19. ‘It was so; I was there, and I saw it’

20. Make, do, go; scorn to publish: encounter!

Does the series (#01–#06) live up to the standard

of Norman Potter’s Literalist precepts?
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The combination of chance-methods with logical inference is what is used 
to define a ‘game’ in this series. The game is used to evidence some 
domestic structures that lay dormant in practices that involve human 
artefacts. It rests on the notion that some games are strategic applications. 

They thereby constitute a category with the broader field of what has been 
previously discussed as techno-cultural devices. The type of game that 
interests us here is one that is bound to random samples, yet remaining 
obligated to precision. Indeed, this is game’s defining risk factor.

Precision is here used to define a relational qualities between performances 
that are heteronomously structured by different sets of rules. Which is why 
the subject matter of the game is the gap: or, the edgeland (determined, for 
instance, jointly by the perils of viral contamination and digital connection).
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#02 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The norm-sets that are involved in gap-games need not be the rules of the 
game. In the test-game that I am homing in on, two sets of norms—selec-
ted from two different/gapped sources (a list of precepts and a card-deck)—
are considered as affordances and resources/assets of the game. 

The draw from the card-deck (Eno/Schmidt’s oblique strategy cards) in-
structs one procedure, while the list of precepts is used to sign off from the 
task. The first procedure is called ENTER. The other procedure is called 
EXIT. The task proposed in the game placed between ENTER and EXIT. 

The task is to come up with a readable output from a book, based on a 
sample of 20 spreads. In addition to this, the task is to hatch a theory from 
the output, yielding a plausible synthesis with an original twist (departing 
from the simple summary). It should invite testing, as does a hypothesis.





KHiO [try again] 30.09.20
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#03 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The norm-sets that are involved in gap-games need not be the rules of the 
game. In the test-game that I am homing in on here, two sets of norms—
selected from two different sources (a list of precepts and a card-deck)—are 
considered as affordances and resources/assets of the game. 

The draw from the card-deck (Eno/Schmidt’s oblique strategy cards) in-
structs one procedure, while the list of precepts is used to sign off from the 
task. The first procedure is called ENTER. The other procedure is called 
EXIT. The task proposed in the game placed between ENTER and EXIT. 

The task is to come up with a readable output from a book, based on a 
sample of 20 spreads. In addition to this, the task is to hatch a theory from 
the output, yielding a plausible synthesis with an original twist (departing 
from the simple summary). It should invite testing, as does a hypothesis.





KHiO [do something else] 30.09.20

3



#04 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



The omphalos is a symbolic means to give a focal importance to the 
exchange between the reader and a book, whereby a book—which is 
acquired as an object—is embodied: that is, transformed to convey the 
extended sense of bodies (like heavenly bodies)… as in times of old.

That is, a reader can reliably expect that embodiment will take place, from 
the point onwards—in the reading—at which s/he intercepts the book 
project. Which, when it occurs—usually some point after the middle—
succeeds at making the book applicable in the reader’s environment.

Embodiment thereby constitutes a case of point of programming, in Karl 
Gerstner’s sense of the term. That is, the outcome of gap-gaming doesn’t 
solve a problem to be fixed, but programmes for solutions. Programming, in 
this sense, is a category of design-work which is virtual and actual/neither.





KHiO [return] 01.10.20
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#05 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



Sarah Davies book Hackerspaces (2017) has a wide domain of application
—if making in the sense of maker-spaces is expanded to knitting groups 
and sour-dough baking—and a narrow domain of application, when making 
is restricted to hacking, when linked up with/implicating digital technologies. 

Between them lies the question of how muting/voicing gender, group and 
age affects the recruitment pattern and articulating the politics of different 
maker spaces. The question is how this affects the design—plan and 
purpose—that programmed the qualities of the maker-space at the outset.

A way of seeing the value of the variety—in gender, ethnicity and age—is 
that it works as a randomising agent, rather than a vehicle of group politics. 
I.e. if the virtue of chance methods is that they will tease out the cohesive 
qualities of practice, as the foundation of the maker-space experience. 





KHiO [unlearn] 01.10.20
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#06 gap-gaming TF theodor.barth@khio.no



In the phenomenology of embodiment—the interaction and exchange 
leading up to apprehending object as a body—there are some basic 
mechanisms suggested by Johani Pallasmaa in his little book devoted to 
the eyes of the skin. It features the mechanisms of the haptic sense.

The first step is to conceive that all the other senses—vision, hearing, smell 
and taste—are derived (and specialised) from the haptic sense. Then the 
haptic sense thereupon comes in as a connector between the other senses. 
As a consequence they are available to a variety of changing contracts. 

The variety of such contracts become part of our sensory history, that co-
evolves with knowledge (including its rational aspects). The conscious work 
to develop intuition across this gap—as a foundation and a connection—is 
the purpose of the gap-game, and the prerogative of the learning theatre. 





KHiO [cross over] 02.10.20

6



Which is why the Stitch’n Bitch: Knitter’s Handbook is relevant in the context, since it rides on the momentum of knitting groups in the mid 2000s—in some aspects resembling maker-spaces—while connecting these to feminist contents and culture. Thereby linking the 
contingencies of knitting groups to the political culture of feminism. The thing being that the knitting groups weren’t restricted to women, but to gender. Sarah Davies also points to knitting magazines for men, in which a point is made of the male gender-identity of the 
knitters. So it is not fe/male but gendered. Presently, we will see this as part of contingencies that are made part of a situation, as resident principles, where recruitment easily will produce a gender-bias if not taken actively into consideration. 	Which means that we would 
take into consideration all the factors that keep operating, as long as the silence around them remains unbroken. The cosiness that makes people make each other feel at home, therefore also constitutes the means by which social homogeneity—whether based on 
gender, group or age—somehow always ends up reproducing itself. Moving from the Eno/Schmidt card to precept 11. in Norman Potter’s list, I am led to an ironic/sarcastic interpretation of “dont’t break the silence”. Or, even better, by taking in a rule set against 
discrimination as constraints, I can move to the silence language of response. I can respond in a more creative, and less conservative way, by in my modes of somatic attention. That is, the repertoire of the body-to/body communication.But then the question would be 
what I would put on the top of my list if the maker-movement slogan—‘do something’—is to run clear of both the power of markets and bureaucracy, which is clearly to celebrate a power of doing that is neither pledged to develop new products, nor to boost the national 
economy, but to provide a space with access to people and equipment, in a similar way that one would have access to books and a good reading-environment in a public library. Which means that avoiding the mentioned pitfalls would make it to the top of my list. 
Because people, equipment, practices and activities come first, the priority of developing non-discrimination practices (gender, group and age) would fall on the list, likely to the bottom. Unless they are incorporated as means, making them part of the job itself, to reach/
maintain the top priority.	At the risk of catering to clichées—which we should not be afraid of—I would add that the kind of activities found in a sub-strand of maker-spaces, for instance those linked to bio-hacking, come close to the kind of research arenas that designers 
are likely to access in their professional life: that is, research that is free of the strings of Intellectual Property Rights claimed by Universities, and those of private/corporate funding. That is, the kind of research that goes on alongside academic research, but ranking as 
applied research. The contributions from these arenas are typical open source, copy left, like Creative Commons. This might not be due to the professional level, or advanced-ness, of the research, but to how knowledges, practices and a variety of fields are entangled in 
this realm of research. The form of owner-ship reflects the way the elements are entangled components. There was nothing like the dinner-table in my family to run through a variety of topics, turning them—at least apparently—in every conceivable angle. The topics would 
range from details of musical interpretation, to the twists and turns of Norway’s foreign policy. After dinner—before bed-time—my mother would write extensively about the details from that day, in her diaries. She produced 71 of them in her lifetime. I am thinking of this 
when imagining the maker-spaces in Sarah Davies’s book as places with the quiet hum and buzz of collective activities, with similar multiple trails to a dinner conversation. Like a daily thing, where magazines enter into that quiet stream of activities, rather than being tied 
to the yelling crowd of global journalism. There are not only accelerated/accelerating market places, but also more quiet ones. MAKE magazine is one example, B-magazine another.	It would seem that the maker-space is tethered to the vitality of the community, and that if 
it does not perform at this level, then it falls apart. But still, from a critical point of view, we cannot abandon the maker to a social vacuum: what defines the maker when there is no one else around? If true to her own ideals one would assume that s/he would look around 
and say—there is no one else around; nobody to blame and nobody to fix things. So, it must start with me. Personally, I find this situation very interesting because it poses the problem of the relation between homo faber—the making human—and the beginning of society. 
Retracing one’s steps and being literal (Eno/Schmidt and Norman Potter combined) seems to be at the crux of the matter: if you are literal and retrace your steps you will discipline yourself to be attentive to detail. At some point you will propose (not demand). It always 
takes a special kind of courage to land on pages like this, which in this book is located at the end of each chapter. Unlike book-references (that make you say to yourself ‘later, when I have time’ [but perhaps knowing that you will not have time]) this volume is equipped 
with a remarkable number of URLs that of course are active if you read the book in a digital format. So, the distance is shorter and one is indeed invited to the often rare occasions for source-criticism. The links covering Chinese maker-spaces, are significantly linked to 
press coverage. So, although they say things on Chinese maker-spaces that make them stick out from Western ones (in being more inclusive at the human, and even animal, plane [mainly dogs]), the knowledge is at the distance of news coverage, and not to the same 
extent tied up to Sarah Davies own interviews and fieldwork.	OK, so the people who have access to the digitised middle class with remote access to the world, also want some dirt under their finger-nails, which is a topic we find covered in critical theory in France from 
Sartre, Balibar, Kristeva, Irragarey, Xisou and Badiou to Bourdieu and Touraine. I am often wondering whether the Anglo-American world are ignorant of historical precedents, or simply choose to look past it (so that the world starts/ends with the Anglo-American world) 
and is correspondingly centred around it. A case in point if, of course, the total lack of reference—in Sarah Davies’ book—to Charles Fourier’s utopian idea of a Phalanstère, where the ideas animating the maker-movement were expanded to the life-style of an entire 
community (on display). This was in the wake of the French Revolution in the early 19th century. Been there/done it. Usual European response. The application of the ‘disciplined self-indulgence’, encouraged by the Eno/Schmidt card, I find applicable (at least partly) to the 
situation of someone who wants to learn from the maker-movement, starting with one’s own working station. A situation which I am sure many of you can identify with. So whether you muscle up with your own equipment, materials and space, or you do it at school, it is a 
way of getting oneself into the driver’s seat. Starting with your desks in the MA-room. How does it need to look and work to be part of a KHiO-map, that includes a smaller or larger share of the workshops to which you have access and will use while at KHiO. There have 
been students who are certified as users near all the workshops. What is the system of relations and deals that makes KHiO function as a maker-space. This is how you can look at the maker-space as discourse.  	I remember a story about William Burroughs according to 
which he sad that his ultimate sense of freedom, would be to walk around in an airport, throw away all passports, and buy plane tickets to all destination. A tremendous sense of potential. To be an allrounder in KHiO’s workshops could conjure a similar potential. Not to 
stress one thing over another. And it may be a cultural trait of the maker spaces, is that what they have to offer is a new beginning. However, as they specialise, like what appears to be the case of DIY bio-hacking in Sarah Davies’ book, they would seem to do justice of a 
narrower field of search, than one ideologically locked to the entire spectre of possibilities. So, this may be one reason why hacking and making has depended on being new (though historically it isn’t) is to stress the options more than the development of a repertoire of 
knowledge. Things that come easy with some people—like trusting the keys of your apartment and that they will not be a danger to others in the use of (dangerous) equipment—often comes out of a rather complex chemistry at a relational and practical level. Which is why 
we may not need to be afraid when things are easy. They often hatch from deep assessments that we call gut feeling, and/or intuition. The do-ocracy Sarah Davies uses to conceive the maker-movement ideologically, is manifested by not engaging in long and painstaking 
discussions, but at the first opportunity to do something with a problem/topic. When triangulated with Norman Potters injunction to ‘Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient‘ this is clearly along the same lines (though formulated in his British idiom of English, where 
everything is a bit convoluted and local, but the values expressed are similar).	Here Sarah Davies makes a beautiful connection between a point I made in my previous lecture on Norman Potter (“design probably not is a discipline with clear cut boundaries, but rather is 
defined by a hallow of mindfulness around a practical core. The latter being what holds it together”) and the resource that maker-spaces has to offer in allowing you to seek—and realise— a sense of empowerment in your own life. It brings me back to my experience with 
PhD fellow in dance Brynjar Bandlien, for whom I acted as a discussant in his mid-term evaluation. How can someone working with design bring up a discussion with a dancer with a background from the Martha Graham dance ensemble? I did this by linking up with what 
the dancers were doing on the floor, with my own strength (which is writing). Ending up with generating a truly empowering surprise. By pursuing your own interest you can generate collective dynamics: this seems to be a fundamental precept of the maker-creed. As this 
credo bleeds into your entire life—that is, your life-style as an individual and a community member—can lead you to cut connections that previously appeared vital to you. Or, at least, your relationship to family and friends can be deeply altered, through the experience of 
the personal ware & share that feeds an embodied sense of having a second life: not necessarily as a second chance, but in the sense of role-play and gaming. That is, when it ceases to be role-play and gaming, and becomes part of your flesh-and-blood because you 
have invested work, time and energy into it (and sometimes considerable amounts of money). The vocation of the privileged few—living to work, rather than work for a living—becomes available to a larger group.	But I am critical of spaces where the people who engage 
think that they somehow are neutral. But who am I to doubt that the value of maker-spaces as politically neutral grounds—especially if referred to the divisive political sentiments that currently run the streets in the US—not only as a time-out, but a time off burning political 
issues, that develop constructive interactive skill-sets badly needed in a democracy. Historically, after all, this is why the guilds—when they had ceased to play their economic role in organising the Mediaeval trades—outlived themselves, to provide the Masonic ground-
principles that was adopted as civil rights during the French Revolution, and that we know to this day as ‘liberty, equality and solidarity’. The Austrian politician and his wife, who were members of the Metalab (a maker-space) is a case in point. Perhaps it is important that 
we keep that in mind. The card asks: “Where is the edge? Where does the frame start?” This is also Sarah Davies’s issue in the two pages of this spread. How exactly should we understand when people whose notions are fairly large—or, extensive—when it comes to 
include a great variety, get to a point where they become categorically dismissive of having anything in common with actors like the TechShop. It is because they lack the community dimension altogether and come out as commercial tool-rentals. So, even if some maker-
spaces occasionally earn—or, more routinely make money—the money-making aspect does not come out as the main thing. What we may want to question, however, is how the financial handling-capacity and turnover of a maker-space, articulates with the elements of 
clubbing, that we have discussed previously, that may work in exclusionary ways.	In its basic grund-definition the term ‘hacker’ is a denomination that is somehow tied to digital technology, because it originated with computers. If you define making—in the sense explored 
by Susan David in her field-inquiry—as ‘hacking in the expanded field’ it starts to have a ridiculous sound to the more engineer minded members of the maker-movement. As a definition, it is more taut than tight (NP), since hacking then determines an experimental path of 
exploring the world, in which computers (and some computing) is somehow integrated. Which is a pretty wide range too. It is really two different things to have concepts with a wide reach—yet with a certain cogency—than concepts that are widened in such a way that 
they end up all over the place. This is really something to consider when you consider what is your ‘potato’ (or, in this case, your digital tech). In this spread we read about the organisational aspects of managing a maker-space: the flip side of the previously mentioned do-
ocracy. Here the emphasis is place on the role of conversation and discussion in establishing a platform for what is to be done, sorting the odds and ends of activities in such a way that they can be effectively mediated by collaboration. There is even mention of a board 
(the members of which, as Winni in the quoted passage, are called officers). However, it seems that titles do not have a tight grip on a community based on active participation discussion and lack of hierarchies. The do-cracy—whoever acts first has overruled discussion
—is a safety-valve that prevents this. What can we learn from this? Can we imagine a meeting that ends whenever someone is ready to initiate action, and not when you get to the bottom of the list?	With regard to the individual commitment and collective investment that 
overall characterises maker-spaces, it seems that Sarah Davies does not really come to terms with it: whether she moves around in circles, or the topic moves up the rungs of a spiral for each of the (numerous) times the puzzle turns up in her mind as she writes herself 
through her subject matter. Which is maybe how it has to be when your method is to write about something by writing with it. So, I never manage to decide whether she is filling her chapters with pretty much the same point, or she is not thinking so much about the book
—nor its chapters—and simply wants to progress in her understanding of the subject matter (in a similar way to something working in a maker-space, but with writing). In this aspect it is consistent. But the book grows apace with an awareness of making falling apart.

Which is why the Stitch’n Bitch: Knitter’s Handbook is relevant in the context, since it rides on the momentum of knitting groups in the mid 2000s—in some aspects resembling maker-spaces—while connecting these to feminist contents and culture. Thereby linking the 
contingencies of knitting groups to the political culture of feminism. The thing being that the knitting groups weren’t restricted to women, but to gender. Sarah Davies also points to knitting magazines for men, in which a point is made of the male gender-identity of the 
knitters. So it is not fe/male but gendered. Presently, we will see this as part of contingencies that are made part of a situation, as resident principles, where recruitment easily will produce a gender-bias if not taken actively into consideration. 	Which means that we would 
take into consideration all the factors that keep operating, as long as the silence around them remains unbroken. The cosiness that makes people make each other feel at home, therefore also constitutes the means by which social homogeneity—whether based on 
gender, group or age—somehow always ends up reproducing itself. Moving from the Eno/Schmidt card to precept 11. in Norman Potter’s list, I am led to an ironic/sarcastic interpretation of “dont’t break the silence”. Or, even better, by taking in a rule set against 
discrimination as constraints, I can move to the silence language of response. I can respond in a more creative, and less conservative way, by in my modes of somatic attention. That is, the repertoire of the body-to/body communication. It always takes a special kind of 
courage to land on pages like this, which in this book is located at the end of each chapter. Unlike book-references (that make you say to yourself ‘later, when I have time’ [but perhaps knowing that you will not have time]) this volume is equipped with a remarkable number 
of URLs that of course are active if you read the book in a digital format. So, the distance is shorter and one is indeed invited to the often rare occasions for source-criticism. The links covering Chinese maker-spaces, are significantly linked to press coverage. So, although 
they say things on Chinese maker-spaces that make them stick out from Western ones (in being more inclusive at the human, and even animal, plane [mainly dogs]), the knowledge is at the distance of news coverage, and not to the same extent tied up to Sarah Davies 
own interviews and fieldwork.	OK, so the people who have access to the digitised middle class with remote access to the world, also want some dirt under their finger-nails, which is a topic we find covered in critical theory in France from Sartre, Balibar, Kristeva, Irragarey, 
Xisou and Badiou to Bourdieu and Touraine. I am often wondering whether the Anglo-American world are ignorant of historical precedents, or simply choose to look past it (so that the world starts/ends with the Anglo-American world) and is correspondingly centred 
around it. A case in point if, of course, the total lack of reference—in Sarah Davies’ book—to Charles Fourier’s utopian idea of a Phalanstère, where the ideas animating the maker-movement were expanded to the life-style of an entire community (on display). This was in 
the wake of the French Revolution in the early 19th century. Been there/done it. Usual European response. By pursuing your own interest you can generate collective dynamics: this seems to be a fundamental precept of the maker-creed. As this credo bleeds into your 
entire life—that is, your life-style as an individual and a community member—can lead you to cut connections that previously appeared vital to you. Or, at least, your relationship to family and friends can be deeply altered, through the experience of the personal ware & 
share that feeds an embodied sense of having a second life: not necessarily as a second chance, but in the sense of role-play and gaming. That is, when it ceases to be role-play and gaming, and becomes part of your flesh-and-blood because you have invested work, 
time and energy into it (and sometimes considerable amounts of money). The vocation of the privileged few—living to work, rather than work for a living—becomes available to a larger group.	But I am critical of spaces where the people who engage think that they 
somehow are neutral. But who am I to doubt that the value of maker-spaces as politically neutral grounds—especially if referred to the divisive political sentiments that currently run the streets in the US—not only as a time-out, but a time off burning political issues, that 
develop constructive interactive skill-sets badly needed in a democracy. Historically, after all, this is why the guilds—when they had ceased to play their economic role in organising the Mediaeval trades—outlived themselves, to provide the Masonic ground-principles that 
was adopted as civil rights during the French Revolution, and that we know to this day as ‘liberty, equality and solidarity’. The Austrian politician and his wife, who were members of the Metalab (a maker-space) is a case in point. Perhaps it is important that we keep that in 
mind.But then the question would be what I would put on the top of my list if the maker-movement slogan—‘do something’—is to run clear of both the power of markets and bureaucracy, which is clearly to celebrate a power of doing that is neither pledged to develop 
new products, nor to boost the national economy, but to provide a space with access to people and equipment, in a similar way that one would have access to books and a good reading-environment in a public library. Which means that avoiding the mentioned pitfalls 
would make it to the top of my list. Because people, equipment, practices and activities come first, the priority of developing non-discrimination practices (gender, group and age) would fall on the list, likely to the bottom. Unless they are incorporated as means, making 
them part of the job itself, to reach/maintain the top priority.	At the risk of catering to clichées—which we should not be afraid of—I would add that the kind of activities found in a sub-strand of maker-spaces, for instance those linked to bio-hacking, come close to the kind 
of research arenas that designers are likely to access in their professional life: that is, research that is free of the strings of Intellectual Property Rights claimed by Universities, and those of private/corporate funding. That is, the kind of research that goes on alongside 
academic research, but ranking as applied research. The contributions from these arenas are typical open source, copy left, like Creative Commons. This might not be due to the professional level, or advanced-ness, of the research, but to how knowledges, practices and 
a variety of fields are entangled in this realm of research. The form of owner-ship reflects the way the elements are entangled components. The application of the ‘disciplined self-indulgence’, encouraged by the Eno/Schmidt card, I find applicable (at least partly) to the 
situation of someone who wants to learn from the maker-movement, starting with one’s own working station. A situation which I am sure many of you can identify with. So whether you muscle up with your own equipment, materials and space, or you do it at school, it is a 
way of getting oneself into the driver’s seat. Starting with your desks in the MA-room. How does it need to look and work to be part of a KHiO-map, that includes a smaller or larger share of the workshops to which you have access and will use while at KHiO. There have 
been students who are certified as users near all the workshops. What is the system of relations and deals that makes KHiO function as a maker-space. This is how you can look at the maker-space as discourse.  	I remember a story about William Burroughs according to 
which he sad that his ultimate sense of freedom, would be to walk around in an airport, throw away all passports, and buy plane tickets to all destination. A tremendous sense of potential. To be an allrounder in KHiO’s workshops could conjure a similar potential. Not to 
stress one thing over another. And it may be a cultural trait of the maker spaces, is that what they have to offer is a new beginning. However, as they specialise, like what appears to be the case of DIY bio-hacking in Sarah Davies’ book, they would seem to do justice of a 
narrower field of search, than one ideologically locked to the entire spectre of possibilities. So, this may be one reason why hacking and making has depended on being new (though historically it isn’t) is to stress the options more than the development of a repertoire of 
knowledge. The card asks: “Where is the edge? Where does the frame start?” This is also Sarah Davies’s issue in the two pages of this spread. How exactly should we understand when people whose notions are fairly large—or, extensive—when it comes to include a 
great variety, get to a point where they become categorically dismissive of having anything in common with actors like the TechShop. It is because they lack the community dimension altogether and come out as commercial tool-rentals. So, even if some maker-spaces 
occasionally earn—or, more routinely make money—the money-making aspect does not come out as the main thing. What we may want to question, however, is how the financial handling-capacity and turnover of a maker-space, articulates with the elements of clubbing, 
that we have discussed previously, that may work in exclusionary ways.	In its basic grund-definition the term ‘hacker’ is a denomination that is somehow tied to digital technology, because it originated with computers. If you define making—in the sense explored by Susan 
David in her field-inquiry—as ‘hacking in the expanded field’ it starts to have a ridiculous sound to the more engineer minded members of the maker-movement. As a definition, it is more taut than tight (NP), since hacking then determines an experimental path of exploring 
the world, in which computers (and some computing) is somehow integrated. Which is a pretty wide range too. It is really two different things to have concepts with a wide reach—yet with a certain cogency—than concepts that are widened in such a way that they end up 
all over the place. This is really something to consider when you consider what is your ‘potato’ (or, in this case, your digital tech). There was nothing like the dinner-table in my family to run through a variety of topics, turning them—at least apparently—in every conceivable 
angle. The topics would range from details of musical interpretation, to the twists and turns of Norway’s foreign policy. After dinner—before bed-time—my mother would write extensively about the details from that day, in her diaries. She produced 71 of them in her 
lifetime. I am thinking of this when imagining the maker-spaces in Sarah Davies’s book as places with the quiet hum and buzz of collective activities, with similar multiple trails to a dinner conversation. Like a daily thing, where magazines enter into that quiet stream of 
activities, rather than being tied to the yelling crowd of global journalism. There are not only accelerated/accelerating market places, but also more quiet ones. MAKE magazine is one example, B-magazine another.	It would seem that the maker-space is tethered to the 
vitality of the community, and that if it does not perform at this level, then it falls apart. But still, from a critical point of view, we cannot abandon the maker to a social vacuum: what defines the maker when there is no one else around? If true to her own ideals one would 
assume that s/he would look around and say—there is no one else around; nobody to blame and nobody to fix things. So, it must start with me. Personally, I find this situation very interesting because it poses the problem of the relation between homo faber—the making 
human—and the beginning of society. Retracing one’s steps and being literal (Eno/Schmidt and Norman Potter combined) seems to be at the crux of the matter: if you are literal and retrace your steps you will discipline yourself to be attentive to detail. At some point you 
will propose (not demand). Things that come easy with some people—like trusting the keys of your apartment and that they will not be a danger to others in the use of (dangerous) equipment—often comes out of a rather complex chemistry at a relational and practical 
level. Which is why we may not need to be afraid when things are easy. They often hatch from deep assessments that we call gut feeling, and/or intuition. The do-ocracy Sarah Davies uses to conceive the maker-movement ideologically, is manifested by not engaging in 
long and painstaking discussions, but at the first opportunity to do something with a problem/topic. When triangulated with Norman Potters injunction to ‘Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient‘ this is clearly along the same lines (though formulated in his British idiom 
of English, where everything is a bit convoluted and local, but the values expressed are similar).	Here Sarah Davies makes a beautiful connection between a point I made in my previous lecture on Norman Potter (“design probably not is a discipline with clear cut 
boundaries, but rather is defined by a hallow of mindfulness around a practical core. The latter being what holds it together”) and the resource that maker-spaces has to offer in allowing you to seek—and realise— a sense of empowerment in your own life. It brings me 
back to my experience with PhD fellow in dance Brynjar Bandlien, for whom I acted as a discussant in his mid-term evaluation. How can someone working with design bring up a discussion with a dancer with a background from the Martha Graham dance ensemble? I did 
this by linking up with what the dancers were doing on the floor, with my own strength (which is writing). Ending up with generating a truly empowering surprise.In this spread we read about the organisational aspects of managing a maker-space: the flip side of the 
previously mentioned do-ocracy. Here the emphasis is place on the role of conversation and discussion in establishing a platform for what is to be done, sorting the odds and ends of activities in such a way that they can be effectively mediated by collaboration. There is 
even mention of a board (the members of which, as Winni in the quoted passage, are called officers). However, it seems that titles do not have a tight grip on a community based on active participation discussion and lack of hierarchies. The do-cracy—whoever acts first 
has overruled discussion—is a safety-valve that prevents this. What can we learn from this? Can we imagine a meeting that ends whenever someone is ready to initiate action, and not when you get to the bottom of the list?	With regard to the individual commitment and 
collective investment that overall characterises maker-spaces, it seems that Sarah Davies does not really come to terms with it: whether she moves around in circles, or the topic moves up the rungs of a spiral for each of the (numerous) times the puzzle turns up in her 
mind as she writes herself through her subject matter. Which is maybe how it has to be when your method is to write about something by writing with it. So, I never manage to decide whether she is filling her chapters with pretty much the same point, or she is not thinking 
so much about the book—nor its chapters—and simply wants to progress in her understanding of the subject matter (in a similar way to something working in a maker-space, but with writing). In this aspect it is consistent. But the book grows apace with an awareness of 
making falling apart.Which is why the Stitch’n Bitch: Knitter’s Handbook is relevant in the context, since it rides on the momentum of knitting groups in the mid 2000s—in some aspects resembling maker-spaces—while connecting these to feminist contents and culture. Thereby linking the 

contingencies of knitting groups to the political culture of feminism. The thing being that the knitting groups weren’t restricted to women, but to gender. Sarah Davies also points to knitting magazines for men, in which a point is made of the male gender-identity of the 
knitters. So it is not fe/male but gendered. Presently, we will see this as part of contingencies that are made part of a situation, as resident principles, where recruitment easily will produce a gender-bias if not taken actively into consideration. 	Which means that we would 
take into consideration all the factors that keep operating, as long as the silence around them remains unbroken. The cosiness that makes people make each other feel at home, therefore also constitutes the means by which social homogeneity—whether based on 
gender, group or age—somehow always ends up reproducing itself. Moving from the Eno/Schmidt card to precept 11. in Norman Potter’s list, I am led to an ironic/sarcastic interpretation of “dont’t break the silence”. Or, even better, by taking in a rule set against 
discrimination as constraints, I can move to the silence language of response. I can respond in a more creative, and less conservative way, by in my modes of somatic attention. That is, the repertoire of the body-to/body communication. OK, so the people who have 
access to the digitised middle class with remote access to the world, also want some dirt under their finger-nails, which is a topic we find covered in critical theory in France from Sartre, Balibar, Kristeva, Irragarey, Xisou and Badiou to Bourdieu and Touraine. I am often 
wondering whether the Anglo-American world are ignorant of historical precedents, or simply choose to look past it (so that the world starts/ends with the Anglo-American world) and is correspondingly centred around it. A case in point if, of course, the total lack of 
reference—in Sarah Davies’ book—to Charles Fourier’s utopian idea of a Phalanstère, where the ideas animating the maker-movement were expanded to the life-style of an entire community (on display). This was in the wake of the French Revolution in the early 19th 
century. Been there/done it. Usual European response.	At the risk of catering to clichées—which we should not be afraid of—I would add that the kind of activities found in a sub-strand of maker-spaces, for instance those linked to bio-hacking, come close to the kind of 
research arenas that designers are likely to access in their professional life: that is, research that is free of the strings of Intellectual Property Rights claimed by Universities, and those of private/corporate funding. That is, the kind of research that goes on alongside 
academic research, but ranking as applied research. The contributions from these arenas are typical open source, copy left, like Creative Commons. This might not be due to the professional level, or advanced-ness, of the research, but to how knowledges, practices and 
a variety of fields are entangled in this realm of research. The form of owner-ship reflects the way the elements are entangled components. There was nothing like the dinner-table in my family to run through a variety of topics, turning them—at least apparently—in every 
conceivable angle. The topics would range from details of musical interpretation, to the twists and turns of Norway’s foreign policy. After dinner—before bed-time—my mother would write extensively about the details from that day, in her diaries. She produced 71 of them 
in her lifetime. I am thinking of this when imagining the maker-spaces in Sarah Davies’s book as places with the quiet hum and buzz of collective activities, with similar multiple trails to a dinner conversation. Like a daily thing, where magazines enter into that quiet stream 
of activities, rather than being tied to the yelling crowd of global journalism. There are not only accelerated/accelerating market places, but also more quiet ones. MAKE magazine is one example, B-magazine another.	It would seem that the maker-space is tethered to the 
vitality of the community, and that if it does not perform at this level, then it falls apart. But still, from a critical point of view, we cannot abandon the maker to a social vacuum: what defines the maker when there is no one else around? If true to her own ideals one would 
assume that s/he would look around and say—there is no one else around; nobody to blame and nobody to fix things. So, it must start with me. Personally, I find this situation very interesting because it poses the problem of the relation between homo faber—the making 
human—and the beginning of society. Retracing one’s steps and being literal (Eno/Schmidt and Norman Potter combined) seems to be at the crux of the matter: if you are literal and retrace your steps you will discipline yourself to be attentive to detail. At some point you 
will propose (not demand). It always takes a special kind of courage to land on pages like this, which in this book is located at the end of each chapter. Unlike book-references (that make you say to yourself ‘later, when I have time’ [but perhaps knowing that you will not 
have time]) this volume is equipped with a remarkable number of URLs that of course are active if you read the book in a digital format. So, the distance is shorter and one is indeed invited to the often rare occasions for source-criticism. The links covering Chinese maker-
spaces, are significantly linked to press coverage. So, although they say things on Chinese maker-spaces that make them stick out from Western ones (in being more inclusive at the human, and even animal, plane [mainly dogs]), the knowledge is at the distance of news 
coverage, and not to the same extent tied up to Sarah Davies own interviews and fieldwork.	But then the question would be what I would put on the top of my list if the maker-movement slogan—‘do something’—is to run clear of both the power of markets and 
bureaucracy, which is clearly to celebrate a power of doing that is neither pledged to develop new products, nor to boost the national economy, but to provide a space with access to people and equipment, in a similar way that one would have access to books and a 
good reading-environment in a public library. Which means that avoiding the mentioned pitfalls would make it to the top of my list. Because people, equipment, practices and activities come first, the priority of developing non-discrimination practices (gender, group and 
age) would fall on the list, likely to the bottom. Unless they are incorporated as means, making them part of the job itself, to reach/maintain the top priority. The application of the ‘disciplined self-indulgence’, encouraged by the Eno/Schmidt card, I find applicable (at least 
partly) to the situation of someone who wants to learn from the maker-movement, starting with one’s own working station. A situation which I am sure many of you can identify with. So whether you muscle up with your own equipment, materials and space, or you do it at 
school, it is a way of getting oneself into the driver’s seat. Starting with your desks in the MA-room. How does it need to look and work to be part of a KHiO-map, that includes a smaller or larger share of the workshops to which you have access and will use while at KHiO. 
There have been students who are certified as users near all the workshops. What is the system of relations and deals that makes KHiO function as a maker-space. This is how you can look at the maker-space as discourse.  	I remember a story about William Burroughs 
according to which he sad that his ultimate sense of freedom, would be to walk around in an airport, throw away all passports, and buy plane tickets to all destination. A tremendous sense of potential. To be an allrounder in KHiO’s workshops could conjure a similar 
potential. Not to stress one thing over another. And it may be a cultural trait of the maker spaces, is that what they have to offer is a new beginning. However, as they specialise, like what appears to be the case of DIY bio-hacking in Sarah Davies’ book, they would seem 
to do justice of a narrower field of search, than one ideologically locked to the entire spectre of possibilities. So, this may be one reason why hacking and making has depended on being new (though historically it isn’t) is to stress the options more than the development of 
a repertoire of knowledge. Things that come easy with some people—like trusting the keys of your apartment and that they will not be a danger to others in the use of (dangerous) equipment—often comes out of a rather complex chemistry at a relational and practical 
level. Which is why we may not need to be afraid when things are easy. They often hatch from deep assessments that we call gut feeling, and/or intuition. The do-ocracy Sarah Davies uses to conceive the maker-movement ideologically, is manifested by not engaging in 
long and painstaking discussions, but at the first opportunity to do something with a problem/topic. When triangulated with Norman Potters injunction to ‘Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient‘ this is clearly along the same lines (though formulated in his British idiom 
of English, where everything is a bit convoluted and local, but the values expressed are similar).	Here Sarah Davies makes a beautiful connection between a point I made in my previous lecture on Norman Potter (“design probably not is a discipline with clear cut 
boundaries, but rather is defined by a hallow of mindfulness around a practical core. The latter being what holds it together”) and the resource that maker-spaces has to offer in allowing you to seek—and realise— a sense of empowerment in your own life. It brings me 
back to my experience with PhD fellow in dance Brynjar Bandlien, for whom I acted as a discussant in his mid-term evaluation. How can someone working with design bring up a discussion with a dancer with a background from the Martha Graham dance ensemble? I did 
this by linking up with what the dancers were doing on the floor, with my own strength (which is writing). Ending up with generating a truly empowering surprise.√ By pursuing your own interest you can generate collective dynamics: this seems to be a fundamental precept 
of the maker-creed. As this credo bleeds into your entire life—that is, your life-style as an individual and a community member—can lead you to cut connections that previously appeared vital to you. Or, at least, your relationship to family and friends can be deeply altered, 
through the experience of the personal ware & share that feeds an embodied sense of having a second life: not necessarily as a second chance, but in the sense of role-play and gaming. That is, when it ceases to be role-play and gaming, and becomes part of your flesh-
and-blood because you have invested work, time and energy into it (and sometimes considerable amounts of money). The vocation of the privileged few—living to work, rather than work for a living—becomes available to a larger group.	But I am critical of spaces where 
the people who engage think that they somehow are neutral. But who am I to doubt that the value of maker-spaces as politically neutral grounds—especially if referred to the divisive political sentiments that currently run the streets in the US—not only as a time-out, but a 
time off burning political issues, that develop constructive interactive skill-sets badly needed in a democracy. Historically, after all, this is why the guilds—when they had ceased to play their economic role in organising the Mediaeval trades—outlived themselves, to 
provide the Masonic ground-principles that was adopted as civil rights during the French Revolution, and that we know to this day as ‘liberty, equality and solidarity’. The Austrian politician and his wife, who were members of the Metalab (a maker-space) is a case in point. 
Perhaps it is important that we keep that in mind. The card asks: “Where is the edge? Where does the frame start?” This is also Sarah Davies’s issue in the two pages of this spread. How exactly should we understand when people whose notions are fairly large—or, 
extensive—when it comes to include a great variety, get to a point where they become categorically dismissive of having anything in common with actors like the TechShop. It is because they lack the community dimension altogether and come out as commercial tool-
rentals. So, even if some maker-spaces occasionally earn—or, more routinely make money—the money-making aspect does not come out as the main thing. What we may want to question, however, is how the financial handling-capacity and turnover of a maker-space, 
articulates with the elements of clubbing, that we have discussed previously, that may work in exclusionary ways.	In its basic grund-definition the term ‘hacker’ is a denomination that is somehow tied to digital technology, because it originated with computers. If you define 
making—in the sense explored by Susan David in her field-inquiry—as ‘hacking in the expanded field’ it starts to have a ridiculous sound to the more engineer minded members of the maker-movement. As a definition, it is more taut than tight (NP), since hacking then 
determines an experimental path of exploring the world, in which computers (and some computing) is somehow integrated. Which is a pretty wide range too. It is really two different things to have concepts with a wide reach—yet with a certain cogency—than concepts 
that are widened in such a way that they end up all over the place. This is really something to consider when you consider what is your ‘potato’ (or, in this case, your digital tech). With regard to the individual commitment and collective investment that overall characterises 
maker-spaces, it seems that Sarah Davies does not really come to terms with it: whether she moves around in circles, or the topic moves up the rungs of a spiral for each of the (numerous) times the puzzle turns up in her mind as she writes herself through her subject 
matter. Which is maybe how it has to be when your method is to write about something by writing with it. So, I never manage to decide whether she is filling her chapters with pretty much the same point, or she is not thinking so much about the book—nor its chapters—
and simply wants to progress in her understanding of the subject matter (in a similar way to something working in a maker-space, but with writing). In this aspect it is consistent. But the book grows apace with an awareness of making falling apart.	In this spread we read 
about the organisational aspects of managing a maker-space: the flip side of the previously mentioned do-ocracy. Here the emphasis is place on the role of conversation and discussion in establishing a platform for what is to be done, sorting the odds and ends of 
activities in such a way that they can be effectively mediated by collaboration. There is even mention of a board (the members of which, as Winni in the quoted passage, are called officers). However, it seems that titles do not have a tight grip on a community based on 
active participation discussion and lack of hierarchies. The do-cracy—whoever acts first has overruled discussion—is a safety-valve that prevents this. What can we learn from this? Can we imagine a meeting that ends whenever someone is ready to initiate action, and 
not when you get to the bottom of the list?

Which is why the Stitch’n Bitch: Knitter’s Handbook is relevant in the context, since it rides on the momentum of knitting groups in the mid 2000s—in some aspects resembling maker-spaces—while connecting these to feminist contents and culture. Thereby linking the 
contingencies of knitting groups to the political culture of feminism. The thing being that the knitting groups weren’t restricted to women, but to gender. Sarah Davies also points to knitting magazines for men, in which a point is made of the male gender-identity of the 
knitters. So it is not fe/male but gendered. Presently, we will see this as part of contingencies that are made part of a situation, as resident principles, where recruitment easily will produce a gender-bias if not taken actively into consideration. 	Which means that we would 
take into consideration all the factors that keep operating, as long as the silence around them remains unbroken. The cosiness that makes people make each other feel at home, therefore also constitutes the means by which social homogeneity—whether based on 
gender, group or age—somehow always ends up reproducing itself. Moving from the Eno/Schmidt card to precept 11. in Norman Potter’s list, I am led to an ironic/sarcastic interpretation of “dont’t break the silence”. Or, even better, by taking in a rule set against 
discrimination as constraints, I can move to the silence language of response. I can respond in a more creative, and less conservative way, by in my modes of somatic attention. That is, the repertoire of the body-to/body communication. It always takes a special kind of 
courage to land on pages like this, which in this book is located at the end of each chapter. Unlike book-references (that make you say to yourself ‘later, when I have time’ [but perhaps knowing that you will not have time]) this volume is equipped with a remarkable number 
of URLs that of course are active if you read the book in a digital format. So, the distance is shorter and one is indeed invited to the often rare occasions for source-criticism. The links covering Chinese maker-spaces, are significantly linked to press coverage. So, although 
they say things on Chinese maker-spaces that make them stick out from Western ones (in being more inclusive at the human, and even animal, plane [mainly dogs]), the knowledge is at the distance of news coverage, and not to the same extent tied up to Sarah Davies 
own interviews and fieldwork.	But then the question would be what I would put on the top of my list if the maker-movement slogan—‘do something’—is to run clear of both the power of markets and bureaucracy, which is clearly to celebrate a power of doing that is neither 
pledged to develop new products, nor to boost the national economy, but to provide a space with access to people and equipment, in a similar way that one would have access to books and a good reading-environment in a public library. Which means that avoiding the 
mentioned pitfalls would make it to the top of my list. Because people, equipment, practices and activities come first, the priority of developing non-discrimination practices (gender, group and age) would fall on the list, likely to the bottom. Unless they are incorporated as 
means, making them part of the job itself, to reach/maintain the top priority. By pursuing your own interest you can generate collective dynamics: this seems to be a fundamental precept of the maker-creed. As this credo bleeds into your entire life—that is, your life-style 
as an individual and a community member—can lead you to cut connections that previously appeared vital to you. Or, at least, your relationship to family and friends can be deeply altered, through the experience of the personal ware & share that feeds an embodied 
sense of having a second life: not necessarily as a second chance, but in the sense of role-play and gaming. That is, when it ceases to be role-play and gaming, and becomes part of your flesh-and-blood because you have invested work, time and energy into it (and 
sometimes considerable amounts of money). The vocation of the privileged few—living to work, rather than work for a living—becomes available to a larger group.	But I am critical of spaces where the people who engage think that they somehow are neutral. But who am I 
to doubt that the value of maker-spaces as politically neutral grounds—especially if referred to the divisive political sentiments that currently run the streets in the US—not only as a time-out, but a time off burning political issues, that develop constructive interactive skill-
sets badly needed in a democracy. Historically, after all, this is why the guilds—when they had ceased to play their economic role in organising the Mediaeval trades—outlived themselves, to provide the Masonic ground-principles that was adopted as civil rights during the 
French Revolution, and that we know to this day as ‘liberty, equality and solidarity’. The Austrian politician and his wife, who were members of the Metalab (a maker-space) is a case in point. Perhaps it is important that we keep that in mind. OK, so the people who have 
access to the digitised middle class with remote access to the world, also want some dirt under their finger-nails, which is a topic we find covered in critical theory in France from Sartre, Balibar, Kristeva, Irragarey, Xisou and Badiou to Bourdieu and Touraine. I am often 
wondering whether the Anglo-American world are ignorant of historical precedents, or simply choose to look past it (so that the world starts/ends with the Anglo-American world) and is correspondingly centred around it. A case in point if, of course, the total lack of 
reference—in Sarah Davies’ book—to Charles Fourier’s utopian idea of a Phalanstère, where the ideas animating the maker-movement were expanded to the life-style of an entire community (on display). This was in the wake of the French Revolution in the early 19th 
century. Been there/done it. Usual European response.	At the risk of catering to clichées—which we should not be afraid of—I would add that the kind of activities found in a sub-strand of maker-spaces, for instance those linked to bio-hacking, come close to the kind of 
research arenas that designers are likely to access in their professional life: that is, research that is free of the strings of Intellectual Property Rights claimed by Universities, and those of private/corporate funding. That is, the kind of research that goes on alongside 
academic research, but ranking as applied research. The contributions from these arenas are typical open source, copy left, like Creative Commons. This might not be due to the professional level, or advanced-ness, of the research, but to how knowledges, practices and 
a variety of fields are entangled in this realm of research. The form of owner-ship reflects the way the elements are entangled components. The application of the ‘disciplined self-indulgence’, encouraged by the Eno/Schmidt card, I find applicable (at least partly) to the 
situation of someone who wants to learn from the maker-movement, starting with one’s own working station. A situation which I am sure many of you can identify with. So whether you muscle up with your own equipment, materials and space, or you do it at school, it is a 
way of getting oneself into the driver’s seat. Starting with your desks in the MA-room. How does it need to look and work to be part of a KHiO-map, that includes a smaller or larger share of the workshops to which you have access and will use while at KHiO. There have 
been students who are certified as users near all the workshops. What is the system of relations and deals that makes KHiO function as a maker-space. This is how you can look at the maker-space as discourse.  	I remember a story about William Burroughs according to 
which he sad that his ultimate sense of freedom, would be to walk around in an airport, throw away all passports, and buy plane tickets to all destination. A tremendous sense of potential. To be an allrounder in KHiO’s workshops could conjure a similar potential. Not to 
stress one thing over another. And it may be a cultural trait of the maker spaces, is that what they have to offer is a new beginning. However, as they specialise, like what appears to be the case of DIY bio-hacking in Sarah Davies’ book, they would seem to do justice of a 
narrower field of search, than one ideologically locked to the entire spectre of possibilities. So, this may be one reason why hacking and making has depended on being new (though historically it isn’t) is to stress the options more than the development of a repertoire of 
knowledge. The card asks: “Where is the edge? Where does the frame start?” This is also Sarah Davies’s issue in the two pages of this spread. How exactly should we understand when people whose notions are fairly large—or, extensive—when it comes to include a 
great variety, get to a point where they become categorically dismissive of having anything in common with actors like the TechShop. It is because they lack the community dimension altogether and come out as commercial tool-rentals. So, even if some maker-spaces 
occasionally earn—or, more routinely make money—the money-making aspect does not come out as the main thing. What we may want to question, however, is how the financial handling-capacity and turnover of a maker-space, articulates with the elements of clubbing, 
that we have discussed previously, that may work in exclusionary ways.	In its basic grund-definition the term ‘hacker’ is a denomination that is somehow tied to digital technology, because it originated with computers. If you define making—in the sense explored by Susan 
David in her field-inquiry—as ‘hacking in the expanded field’ it starts to have a ridiculous sound to the more engineer minded members of the maker-movement. As a definition, it is more taut than tight (NP), since hacking then determines an experimental path of exploring 
the world, in which computers (and some computing) is somehow integrated. Which is a pretty wide range too. It is really two different things to have concepts with a wide reach—yet with a certain cogency—than concepts that are widened in such a way that they end up 
all over the place. This is really something to consider when you consider what is your ‘potato’ (or, in this case, your digital tech). There was nothing like the dinner-table in my family to run through a variety of topics, turning them—at least apparently—in every conceivable 
angle. The topics would range from details of musical interpretation, to the twists and turns of Norway’s foreign policy. After dinner—before bed-time—my mother would write extensively about the details from that day, in her diaries. She produced 71 of them in her 
lifetime. I am thinking of this when imagining the maker-spaces in Sarah Davies’s book as places with the quiet hum and buzz of collective activities, with similar multiple trails to a dinner conversation. Like a daily thing, where magazines enter into that quiet stream of 
activities, rather than being tied to the yelling crowd of global journalism. There are not only accelerated/accelerating market places, but also more quiet ones. MAKE magazine is one example, B-magazine another.	It would seem that the maker-space is tethered to the 
vitality of the community, and that if it does not perform at this level, then it falls apart. But still, from a critical point of view, we cannot abandon the maker to a social vacuum: what defines the maker when there is no one else around? If true to her own ideals one would 
assume that s/he would look around and say—there is no one else around; nobody to blame and nobody to fix things. So, it must start with me. Personally, I find this situation very interesting because it poses the problem of the relation between homo faber—the making 
human—and the beginning of society. Retracing one’s steps and being literal (Eno/Schmidt and Norman Potter combined) seems to be at the crux of the matter: if you are literal and retrace your steps you will discipline yourself to be attentive to detail. At some point you 
will propose (not demand). Things that come easy with some people—like trusting the keys of your apartment and that they will not be a danger to others in the use of (dangerous) equipment—often comes out of a rather complex chemistry at a relational and practical 
level. Which is why we may not need to be afraid when things are easy. They often hatch from deep assessments that we call gut feeling, and/or intuition. The do-ocracy Sarah Davies uses to conceive the maker-movement ideologically, is manifested by not engaging in 
long and painstaking discussions, but at the first opportunity to do something with a problem/topic. When triangulated with Norman Potters injunction to ‘Be clear full spare consistent and sufficient‘ this is clearly along the same lines (though formulated in his British idiom 
of English, where everything is a bit convoluted and local, but the values expressed are similar).	Here Sarah Davies makes a beautiful connection between a point I made in my previous lecture on Norman Potter (“design probably not is a discipline with clear cut 
boundaries, but rather is defined by a hallow of mindfulness around a practical core. The latter being what holds it together”) and the resource that maker-spaces has to offer in allowing you to seek—and realise— a sense of empowerment in your own life. It brings me 
back to my experience with PhD fellow in dance Brynjar Bandlien, for whom I acted as a discussant in his mid-term evaluation. How can someone working with design bring up a discussion with a dancer with a background from the Martha Graham dance ensemble? I did 
this by linking up with what the dancers were doing on the floor, with my own strength (which is writing). Ending up with generating a truly empowering surprise. With regard to the individual commitment and collective investment that overall characterises maker-spaces, it 
seems that Sarah Davies does not really come to terms with it: whether she moves around in circles, or the topic moves up the rungs of a spiral for each of the (numerous) times the puzzle turns up in her mind as she writes herself through her subject matter. Which is 
maybe how it has to be when your method is to write about something by writing with it. So, I never manage to decide whether she is filling her chapters with pretty much the same point, or she is not thinking so much about the book—nor its chapters—and simply wants 
to progress in her understanding of the subject matter (in a similar way to something working in a maker-space, but with writing). In this aspect it is consistent. But the book grows apace with an awareness of making falling apart.	In this spread we read about the 
organisational aspects of managing a maker-space: the flip side of the previously mentioned do-ocracy. Here the emphasis is place on the role of conversation and discussion in establishing a platform for what is to be done, sorting the odds and ends of activities in such 
a way that they can be effectively mediated by collaboration. There is even mention of a board (the members of which, as Winni in the quoted passage, are called officers). However, it seems that titles do not have a tight grip on a community based on active participation 
discussion and lack of hierarchies. The do-cracy—whoever acts first has overruled discussion—is a safety-valve that prevents this. What can we learn from this? Can we imagine a meeting that ends whenever someone is ready to initiate action, and not when you get to 
the bottom of the list?
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